


Version: 
For the latest version of the whitepaper please download it directly from 
eterbank.com/whitepaper.pdf 

Definitions: 
Eterbank: A B2B2C decentralised cryptocurrency / crypto-asset to FIAT currency 
exchanger and payment processor, fully focused on enabling cryptocurrency 
holders (consumers) to purchase goods and services in retail. 

EterPOS: Eterbank’s Point-of-Sale mobile application and a robust business 
intelligence solution that allows merchants to accept cryptocurrency payments 
and acts as a full fledged business management solution for small, medium and 
large scale retailers. 

Eterwallet: Eterbanks cryptocurrency wallet and mobile application that allows 
uses to make payments at participating EterPOS retailers. 

Retailers/Merchants: Business users who sign up to use the EterPOS system in 
order to process payments from their clients/customers and optionally use the 
POsS as a business management system. 

Clients/Customers: Users of the EterWallet mobile application who seeks to 
purchase goods and services from EterPOS participating merchants. 

EterPay (EPAY): The tokens distributed in Eterbank’s Token Sale Event, giving 
holders monetary value within the network in the form of credit and subsidies for 
purchases.  



Intro 
The idea behind Eterbank was conceived in late 2016 out of the founders’ 
amazement with the fact that there is no efficient way to use bitcoins and altcoins 
for their intended purpose, as currency, without long-lasting exchanges, 
conversions and hefty ATM or debit card fees.  

On the 2.5.2017 the domain eterbank.com has been registered, and our team 
decided to transform this idea into a real solution.  
Our goal and our focus are fully directed towards the final products, and we see 
this ICO as an opportunity to create the work of our lifetime, impacting payments 
as we know them today.  

The Eterbank whitepaper 
The purpose of this document is to provide information regarding Eterbank, its 
products & components, market purpose, opportunity and business model. 
Furthermore, we provide technical outlines of the workings of Eterbank’s payment 
processing underlining concept as well as blockchain technology implementation 
and security features clearly indicating Eterbanks core payment system is far 
beyond a conceptual stage.  

Vision 
To put it simply: pay for coffee, pizza or jeans with crypto.  
We envision a nearby future, together with thousands of people in the 
cryptocommunity where blockchain technology, cryptocurrencies and 
cryptoassets better our everyday life and our two cents in this grand vision is 
enabling simple purchase for consumers and charging for business with this 
amazing new technology.   

Mission 
Eterbank’s mission is to actively supply the highest level of technology in the 
consumer to business payments, enforcing low fees, ultimate security, efficiency 
and transparency to all parties involved in the transaction.  
Today and in the nearby future, this means removing any archaic middlemen such 
as card issuers, banks or POS hardware for consumer payments by cryptocurrency 
users, while enabling a viable option for businesses that cannot be involved with 
crypto for one reason or another.  

http://eter


Problem  
Why the world needs Eterbank and why you probably need it too. 

In the last year alone the cryptocurrency market cap has grown over ten-fold and 
even taking into consideration “bubble-effects” of hype speculation, the fact 
remains that since the inception of bitcoin the cryptocurrency market cap is 
following an exponential growth curve, amounting today to over $150Bn and 
various expert opinions estimates its future growth in the next 5-10y in trillions of 
dollars.  

Therefore the question arrises: 
With over $150Bn of cryptocurrency in circulation why can’t we pay for coffee or 
pizza with crypto? 

The business owner perspective 
On a general basis there are three main key problems impeding retailers from 
accepting cryptocurrencies and therefore staggering general adoption. 

1.Cryptocurrency fluctuation  
Every business operates with clear margins, purchase prices, etc. and therefore on a 
general basis accepting cryptocurrencies is a risk that could potentially lead to 
catastrophic business losses.  
Currently, the very few businesses that do accept bitcoin act as cryptocurrency investors 
with such risks taken into account. However, on a general basis, it’s a risk better not taken 
for the local coffee shop or an electronics retail chain.  

2. Necessary technical expertise 
Operating with cryptocurrencies or even only with bitcoin requires a level of technical 
know-how. Once again, if we think on a general scale, a waiter cannot be expected to 
process irreversible bitcoin transactions and handle wallets, addresses, exchanges, etc.  
Let's face it, if you’re not the insider in the crypto community even just a bitcoin address 
can look scary.  

3. Regulation 
Cryptocurrency regulations are unclear -  both worldwide on a general scale and locally all 
over the world -  posing one more unnecessary risk for merchants and retailers.  

Eterbank is a system designed to resolve all the aforementioned problems in full, 
as well as to bring significant competitive advantages compared to existing 
alternatives, all the while generating value for both token holders and Eterbank 
token itself through business operations.  



Solution 
In the real world, simplicity is key 

Eterbank allows retailers to charge cryptocurrency users for their goods and 
services through a simple Point-of-Sale mobile application for smartphones and 
tablets while settling all payments in their desired legal tender currency, thus 
avoiding any problems connected to cryptocurrency and retail.  

Resulting in: 
1. Zero volatility risk 
The merchant / retailer is settled directly in his chosen currency, thus avoiding any risks 
related to holding or even exchanging cryptocurrency himself.  

2. Zero crypto knowledge required 
Since the merchant has no contact with cryptocurrency, any related technical knowledge 
or required know-how become redundant. Furthermore, the simplicity of creating a charge 
with EterPOS is directly comparable to creating a charge with the Square POS application 
and even easier than doing so on a hardware Point-of-sale for credit/debit cards.  

3. Zero Cryptocurrency related regulatory risks  
The merchant's payment is processed by Eterbank, and the exchange from 
cryptocurrency to FIAT in no way involves the retailer. Basically, we take care of 
compliance so you, the retailer, don’t have to.  

 

“Most businesses are neither cryptocurrency investors nor early adopters of technology. In order 
to truly achieve large-scale adoption with such a product and service their learning curve, 
switchover and usage costs must be close to zero, with the obvious addition of a financial 
incentive once the demand is achieved. 

In layman’s terms, give it to them for free and create it in a manner they already know how to 
use it - if they don’t need it they don’t lose anything and if they do they earn something.  No 
other way will work.” 

Franjo Kozole, 
Eterbank Head of Sales 

B2B Sales Manager @LG 
Former B2B Sales Manager @Samsung

Eterbank 
The actual products



1.EterPOS

The Point-of-Sale mobile app for retailers and 
businesses, which enables charging customer’s crypto 
account in cryptocurrency while simultaneously 
settling payments to the retailer in the desired FIAT 
currency.

• Create charges in your home currency as simply as on any 

common Credit Card Point-of-Sale 

• Allow customers to pay swiftly and safely with cryptocurrencies 

through their EterWallet app 

• Payments are confirmed instantly and settled in your home 

currency 

• No on-boarding cost 

• No monthly fees 

• No dedicated hardware required 

• Only 1% Fee on transactions

FOR BUSINESSES



• Pay directly with crypto, no FIAT 

exchanges, no debit cards or bank 

accounts 

• Select the desired payment 

cryptocurrency after scanning the QR 

code! 

• Immediate payment confirmation 

• 0% fee on payments towards EterPOS 

• 0% Eterbank fee for transfers / 

exchanges (network fees apply) 

• Buy / hold / sell EterPay instantly

2.EterWallet

The multi-currency crypto wallet app enabling 
payments for goods and services at EterPOS 
participating merchants.

FOR CRYPTO USERS



3.EterPay

EterPay is Eterbank’s token, giving token holders monetary 
benefits in the form of meaningful subsidies and discounts 
on goods and services of their choosing.

FOR TOKEN HOLDERS

• 1% of each transaction is allocated for 

token holder benefits   

• Hold EterPay and receive bonus 

discounts  

• Spend EterPay and receive further 

individual discounts for activity 

• EterPay will be available as a payment 

method in EterWallet for goods and 

services at EterPOS participating 

merchants

As mentioned earlier, during each transaction between 
EterWallet and EterPOS a fee of 1% will be charged to the 
business / retailer. Such fees will be converted into EterPay 
tokens and used to subsidise costs of goods and services for 
EterPay token holders.

Extreme Benefits

By converting 1% of each transaction regardless of the 
cryptocurrency used into EterPay, Eterbank has effectively 
designed a system for creating market demand for EterPay 
through business operations. For every Eterbank powered 
transaction (whether in Bitcoins, Litecoins or any other 
cryptocurrency) a BUY order for EterPay is placed in the 
amount of 1% of the transaction total, thus effectively raising 
the value of each EterPay token with each retail transaction.

POD: Proof of Demand



 

Eterbank
EterWallet, EterPOS and EterPay

CRYPTO USER

Pay with crypto

RETAILER

Get paid in FIAT

TOKEN HOLDER

Benefit from transactions



Alternatives in crypto to fiat payments 

When it comes to spending cryptocurrency in the real world, there are very few 
alternative options especially if we focus on merchants / retailers receiving FIAT 
currency as payment, where the only viable alternatives are crypto debit cards.  

Bitcoin debit cards 
Cryptocurrency debit cards are basically Visa or Mastercard debit cards linked to 
cryptocurrency wallets of such service providers (ex: WirexApp, CryptoPay, etc.) 
where the main advantage is the ability to swiftly load the debit card directly from 
the users bitcoin address in his cryptocurrency wallet, enabling a quick conversion 
from bitcoins to EUR, USD or GBP to be spent on any POS terminal accepting Visa 
and Mastercard or used at any ATM.  

Problem: fees & hidden fees 
Most debit cards providers we have dealt with are operating in a similar manner, 
almost exclusively get cards issued from the same bank (WaveCrest Holdings) and 
generate revenue from a high number of fees described below  

Bitcoin Debit card provider fees 
ex: Cryptopay USD debit card

Bitcoin Exchange rate 
(when converting to FIAT)

8.4% lower then coindesk 
= 8.4% fee

Onboarding cost Plastic card = 15usd  
10 day express delivery = 70usd

Currency conversion 3%

Transaction in different FIAT currency 3%

Monthy service fee 1usd

Fiat card loading fee 1%

Fiat card unloading fee 1%

ATM transaction fee 2.5-3.5usd

Bonus fee: 
Local Bank currency conversion

3-10%  
depending on country / currency / bank

Eterbank’s fees for EterWallet users

Any and all mentioned above 0%



Example: Purchase with a Wirex USD debit card 
The following scenario will depict an unfortunate, but possible and common 
aggregation of fees while using Wirex’s USD card in order to make a purchase of, 
for example, a notebook computer in Europe.  
1. Transferring BTC to Wirex. Let's assume we wish to transfer 0.2 BTC, with a 

market value of 1,084.11 USD, once transferred to our Wirex BTC account our 0.2 
BTC is worth 982.60 USD because of Wirex’s Bitcoin sale rate.  

2. Transferring BTC to our USD account. In order to avoid last minute fluctuations, 
we transfer our BTC to USD before our purchase and, after fees, we hold 953.10 
USD.  

3. Loading our USD debit card. Once we finish our loading, we have 943.60 USD 
remaining.  

4. POS payment. For the sake of this argument lets assume we wish to purchase an 
item which costs the equivalent of 869.50 USD, with our remaining 943.60 USD we 
swipe our card to purchase the item and after Wirex’s POS payment fees and an 
average local bank payment conversion rate to EUR we are left with exactly 0 USD 
on our account.  

Therefore to purchase a 869.5 USD item we have effectively spent 1084,11 USD, 
paying literally 27.5% more then the cost of the item. 

Problem: unavoidable fees 
By definition, debit/credit cards are the property of companies such as Visa, 
Mastercard or American Express. They are issued to consumers by banks such as 
WaveCrest Holding and, in the case of Bitcoin debit cards, are brought as a service 
by companies such as CryptoPay, Wirex, etc.  
Therefore, even if the service companies were to lower all possible fees, such a 
payment system is not compatible with cryptocurrencies in the long term since it is 
not possible to consume card products without paying the card owning company 
and the issuing bank their respective fees.  

Problem: half measures / technology clashes 
Credit cards and related banking systems are built on archaic technological 
infrastructures that have barely had any significant structural upgrades in years.  
Cryptocurrencies, cryptoassets and the blockchain technology have brought along 
a whole new level of transactional efficiency, accountability, transparency, speed 
and pricing. Still, without the appropriate mass adoption, even that technology 
currently relies, in relevant parts, on archaic systems such as debit cards as a 
solution because of the enormous distribution networks such systems have in 
place. From a purely technological point of view, looking forward it is clear that 
such a practice is a temporary half-measure, comparable to a situation such as a 
donkey pulling a car because of a lack of proper distribution network for adequate 
fuel. 



Problem: Retail side 
Credit and debit card processing fees can be excruciating for retailers; they vary 
immensely across the globe - from processing fees in the range of 1,5-12% of the 
overall transaction to dedicated hardware (POS) purchase and minimum monthly 
processing requirements.  

Note from the Eterbank team: 
The founding members of our team have been personally using Bitcoin debit cards from 
the following providers: Wirex, Cryptopay, Spectrocoin, Xapo, AdvancedCash, CoinsBank, 
Shake, Uquid and many more in search for a viable solution for spending bitcoins on 
goods and services in retail. The non-efficiency of such products became one of the 
reasons for Eterbank’s inception. 

Eterbank’s competitive advantages 

EterWallet users: 
Since we believe in the vision of cryptocurrencies as the future of payments, 
Eterbank’s revenue streams do not come for charging cryptocurrency users in any 
manner. In short, Eterbank charges Eterwallet users:  

0%for transactions on EterPOS systems 
0% for cryptocurrency transfers 

*individual cryptocurrency network fees apply 

EterPOS users: 
EterPOS is envisioned to lower the barrier of entry to accepting crypto, therefore 
we charge EterPOS business users: 

1% on transactions 
0$ on-boarding cost 

0$ monthly / maintenance fees 



Team  

Ivan Nanut
MOBILE & BLOCKCHAIN EXPERT

CEO @NovaSoft LLC and @Nanovo 

Ivan has been working with various cryptocurrency 
development teams since 2015 bringing to the table and 
unparalleled level of experience in the blockchain field, 
furthermore Ivan’s mobile software development companies 
ranging from virtual wallets, augmented reality apps and 
gaming apps such as “Save Dan” in collaboration with Dan 
Blizerian - such a curriculum shows both passion and 
experience for both mobile application products and 
blockchain technology.

Alex Mihaljcic
PRODUCT & BUSINESS EXPERT

former COO @Score Alarm 

Alex’s experience in working with enterprise level mobile 
architecture and complex mobile applications complements 
the teams vision perfectly, furthermore Alex has been 
involved as a User experience expert with payment systems 
since Egold and has been a Bitcoin miner since 2011.

His focus on product, usability, design and experience is 
what is needed to make Eterbank flawless. 

Photis Georgiades
PAYMENTS & FINANCE EXPERT

former VP @Morgan Stanley 

Photis possesses 7+ years of experience at the highest level 
of banking, his knowledge of payment systems is the last 
piece of the puzzle needed for Eterbank.



Behind the curtains



Eterbanks Ecosystem Overview  

Eterbanks Ecosystem Overview

While the crypto industry doesn't yet have a standard to follow for payments, 
Eterbank strives to set the new benchmark in payment security. A substantial 
number of the team members derive from PCI/PCI-DSS compliance background, 
therefore Eterbank aims to achieve a state of the art crypto payment solution.  

The administrative system will have a multi tier access with advanced NOC and SIEM 
alerts, on demand auditable reports, reconciliation and monitoring systems. A 
robust KYC/AML backend to meet all KYC requirements and set benchmarks in both 
Micro and Macro level AML framework will be established. Eterbanks blockchain 
explorer hosted on the NEM blockchain will feature real-time transactions and an 
immutable ledger of every transaction that has passed through the Eterbank mosaic 
- as a core function not taking into consideration countless other stats and info.  



In a typical retail scenario, when either party (merchants or their customers) 
initiates a payment, the customer has a window to pick which cryptocurrency they 
wanna spend for the transaction unless they set a default. After that, our Eterbank 
crypto transaction controller picks the best possible API for achieving the biggest 
bang for the buck for the customer with a maximum fault tolerance of 50 base 
points to achieve instant liquidation and confirm the transaction from the 
respective cryptocurrency blockchain.   

Once we finish exchange to FIAT currency, we will batch 24-hour payments from 
our liquidation provider (example: Kraken) and after withholding 1% if the value, the 
merchants can schedule their day of weekly settlement. They can also choose 24-
hour quick settlements, for a small additional fee.   

The transaction is confirmed on EterPOS as soon we log the transaction data onto 
the NEM blockchain with a few fields of details including Eterpay Wallet ID, txn ID 
from the respective blockchain of the cryptocurrency used, total amount in FIAT, 
total amount in the cryptocurrency used and the conversion rate we achieved in 
that specific exchange.   

The biggest advantage that this brings to our payment and sets us apart is the 
immutability and permanence of transaction. The biggest fraudulent factors that 
are persistent in the current payment industry is the double spend, chargebacks 
and fraudulent charges in “card not present” transactions. We will provide the 
highest possible levels of biometric or pin entry security checkpoints that the 
user’s device permits and other blockchain wide security measures and event 
monitoring. The double log on both the respective blockchain of the 
cryptocurrency used and our NEM txn log reinforces our confidence in a 
transaction and eliminates double spend crises. Our wallet is open to a wide variety 
of cryptocurrencies ranging from BTC to VTC - we have no bias.  

From the launch on, we will strive to give the EPAY token holders the maximum 
utilitarian value of their tokens. Just by holding the EPAY token the holder will have 
the opportunity to get a discount on payments made by EPAY in the future. And 
more the holder uses its EPAY for spending in retail via EterPOS, greater the 
accumulated discount. So, just by using our tokens as a currency, the holder’s 
value of EPAY will be greater and his reputation as an EPAY user will increase.



Core Transaction overview 
 

Transaction flow example 
1. An EterWallet user wishes to make a 100$ purchase using Bitcoins 

2. The EterExchange will charge Bitcoins based on EterBanks buying rate 

3. The Bitcoins are received by EterExchange 

4. EterExchange’s conversion algorithm scouts in real-time third party 

exchange rates in order to determine the best option (ex: Coinbase) where 

BTC will be converted to USD 

5. 99USD will be sent to the merchant 

6. 1USD will be received by eterbank and converted to EPAY

Core Transaction overview



Blockchain 
Eterbank system is designed from the ground up to both utilise and work on-top of 
the NEM Blockchain. Our system leverages the blockchain in order for transaction 
ledgers and other components to remain recorded and immutable within the 
blockchain whereas specific code resides outside of it. Such structure permits 
Eterbank’s merchants and their generated data to be easily put through data 
segmentation and analysis which will further on de-facto indicate metrics such as 
useful business health indicators.  
Each Eterbank supported cryptocurrency will possess a specific mosaic within the 
NEM technological architecture, dedicated to reflect/mimic each with their specific 
cryptocurrency balance on the blockchain whilst not transferring any private keys 
to our cloud infrastructure or traditional databases. This ensures that users, at all 
times can rest assured that even if any malicious intents are purposed upon 
Eterbank, their personal and financial information remain safe and they are still in 
full control of funds and will not be their point of failure.    
The ease of use, availability on multiple operating systems and the simplicity of 
transactions performed in fiat currency alleviates the challenges that merchants 
face in accepting cryptocurrency and bridges the gap between retailers and their 
customers who use and trade in cryptocurrency.   
Additionally, Eterbank will also provide an internal blockchain explorer that is a 
clear step towards our goals to be a completely transparent operation. All 
transactions, exchange rates, blocks, etc. can be explored on our interactive 
blockchain explorer.   

The NEM Blockchain 
Intro (source: NEM website) 
NEM is the world's first Smart Asset blockchain. Built from the ground up for enterprise-
grade performance, NEM's blockchain technology delivers a world class platform for 
management of almost any kind of asset: currencies, supply chains, notarizations, 
ownership records and more. NEM’S power is exposed through a straightforward and 
secure developer interface so that you can deploy your blockchain solution in record time. 
Whether you are building the next best mobile app or bringing blockchain into your 
existing business infrastructure, NEM makes blockchain work for you. 
NEM’s Smart Asset system allows anyone to completely customize how they use the NEM 
blockchain, with a robust set of features including domain-like namespaces and full on-
blockchain Multi-signature control. Any application can access these features through 
NEM’s simple API allowing easy integration within mobile apps, existing business 
infrastructure or contract logic. The NEM public blockchain provides an open and self-
scaling platform for developers. 



Eterbank & NEM: Why the NEM Blockchain? 
The NEM blockchain is a fascinating masterpiece of technology, built for speed, 
scalability and security with some of the lowest operating fees on the market. 
Besides allowing the blockchain coding, numerous features have made NEM the 
perfect infrastructure for Eterbank’s blockchain technology needs.  

Proof-of-Importance 
POI is a proprietary algorithm developed by NEM intended to allocate rewards 
based on a number of variables such as activity within the network, transactions, 
transaction receivers scores, etc.  
POI is the algorithm behind NEM. It allows for more transactions at less cost and 
time. Proof of Importance is built on top of Proof of Stake. It allocates the next 
block based on the stake someone possesses in the network. Importance score is 
calculated to each node based on their stake and number of variables such as 
activity within the network, transactions, transaction receivers scores and the 
validity of information sent by the node in the Blockchain. Overall the algorithm 
saves power because nodes don’t waste processing power to compete for each 
block -  hence improving the efficiency and throughput of the blockchain.   

Catapult consensus 
The upcoming NEM Catapult consensus complements future predicted 
requirements for Eterbank's business operations through its features, such as: 

1. Hyper transaction rate - enabling north of 3000 transactions per second on 

the blockchain compared to Bitcoins current 4 transactions per second and 

Ethereums 15 transactions per second 

2. High scalability architecture - complete with an API gateway server layer with 

an open integration architecture  

3. Interoperability – allow external decentralised or centralised applications or 

smart contract solutions to transact using the blockchain. 

4. Business Rules – rules where object states can result in an indisputable 

transition to a new state as a result of a definite and conclusive action 

Mosaics 

NEM has a unique system called mosaics, which are custom assets on the NEM 
blockchain. Mosaics can be customised to be transferable or non-transferable, 
divisible or non-divisible, and have personalised descriptions. 



As aforementioned, Mosaics will be used by Eterbank to reflect/mimic each with 
their specific cryptocurrency balance on the blockchain whilst not transferring any 
private keys to our cloud infrastructure or traditional databases. 

Multisig 
Multisignature transactions are available on NEM. Like other multisig-enabled 
platforms, NEM requires multiple users to sign a transaction before it can be 
broadcasted on the blockchain. This is important in the case where wallets get lost 
through a hack: in that case, no money can be spent unless another wallet signs 
the transaction.  

The sum of all these incredible technological achievements ensures Eterbank 

to be able to operate with multiple cryptocurrencies and a large number of 

transactions at any scale far beyond current demand, all the while enabling 

secure and swift payments and handling of various type of assets and 

automated processes such as dividend payouts.  



Security: Eterbank accounts 
Security in general and security audit operations are at the top of the list in terms 
of priorities related to our system and products. We have allocated already 
significant resources to security planning Our budget and token distribution 
includes hiring third-party security auditors and professional penetration testers in 
order to detect and prevent any and all weaknesses in our defences as well as 
exposure to fraud or malicious attacks. Moreover, our defence system is to be 
integrated to overlook all transactions. In case of any suspicious activity, protocols 
will be initiated to block and rectify the situation in question.  

MultiSig Accounts 
The NEM Blockchain on which EterPay tokens will be deployed provides extensive 
options for creating MultiSig Accounts. A user can either create M-of-N or N-of-N 
accounts. So EterPay tokens would provide an added layer of security by enabling 
users to create multi-signature transactions. The main benefit of using a multi-
signature wallet is extra security, as every transaction has to be approved by 
multiple accounts before being committed to the Blockchain. The number of 
accounts can be defined by users depending on their needs. A detailed 
explanation is provided in the following use cases.  

MultiSig(2-of-3) 
If the user is buying something online and doesn’t trust the seller, the user can use 
escrow feature where at least two accounts have to sign the transaction. This 
means an arbitrator account will also be involved. Buyer sends the payment when 
buying online to MultiSig address. When the merchant sends the goods, and the 
buyer is satisfied, both buyer and seller can sign to complete the transaction. If 
the buyer is not happy with the condition of goods, the buyer can request the 
arbitrator for a refund. Then it would be in the hands of the arbitrator to sign or not 
sign the transaction. 

EterPay tokens and other cryptocurrencies will be 

secured through the integration of Multi-Signature 
accounts in order to offer users peace of mind over their 
funds.



Example 
1. The user buys a pair of shoes using crypto-currency e.g. Bitcoin 
2. The 2-of-3 Bitcoin Multi-Signature account would be used for escrow functionality 
3. A Multi-Sig account can be created by any party (Buyer, Seller or Arbitrator) while the multi sig 

account will not be able to create any transactions, it will be able to approve the transactions if 
any of the two parties sign it. 

4. Any party can create the transaction, so if both parties are pleased with the sale both can sign 
the transaction. 

5. In case of any problems, buyers or sellers may approach the arbitrator who can decide to 
support the deserving party. 

6. The final transaction is sent to the blockchain 

MultiSig(1-of-3) Example 
Husband and wife petty cash joint account — the signature of either spouse is sufficient to spend 
the funds. That means both can spend each other’s funds.  

MultiSig(2-of-2) Example 
Husband and wife savings account — both signatures are required to spend the funds, preventing 
one spouse from spending the money without the approval of the other. 

MultiSig(2-of-3) Example 
Parents’ savings account for child — the kid can spend the money with the approval of either 
parent, and money cannot be taken away from the child unless both parents agree  



Public and Private Keys storage 
Their usage is easily comparable to such of an email address, where the email 
address itself can be shared and / or known by everyone however only the owner 
of the address possesses the password in order to access the account.  
Similarly, the public key of any cryptocurrency address is visible and public in the 
blockchain. However, only the owner of the wallet linked to the address possesses 
the private key used in every transaction.  

Eterbank: New Account creation 
1. New account creation 
2. Public and Private Keys are generated at the time of account creation 
3. The Public key is broadcasted to the whole network in order to claim its existence 
4. The Private key is encrypted and stored in a .wlt file. 
5. To transfer or spend any funds the user has to sign the transaction using his private 

key 
6. Once the transaction is complete the funds are transferred to the recipient 

Eterbank: Private Keys 
In order to keep the private key safe, EterWallet stores the encrypted private key 
with the user's specified password or fingerprint in order to keep it securely in 
a .wlt file. The same procedure would apply in case the user decided to import the 
wallet to another device. 



Token Details 
Name: EterPay (EPAY) 

Total number of issued tokens: 200,000,000 

Tokens to be sold: 120,166,665 

Percentage of tokens to be sold: ≈ 60% 

Remaining tokens: 79,833,335 

Nominal price: $0.3 

Token sale

Token sale phases

Phase Starting Date N. of tokens Bonus 
tokens Bonus % Total tokens

Private pre-
sale 23.9.2017 3,333,333 3,333,333 100% 6,666,666

Public pre-
sale 23.03.2018 6,666,666 3,333,333 50% 9,999,999

TSE 01.06.2018 90,000,000 13,500,000 30-15-0% 103,500,000

Tier 1. 01.06.2018 30,000,000 9,000,000 30% 39,000,000

Tier 2. Tier 1. Sold 30,000,000 4,500,000 15% 34,500,000

Tier 3. Tier 2. Sold 30,000,000 0 0% 30,000,000

TOTAL 99,999,999 20,166,666 120,166,665

Eterpay 
(EPAY)

Available at eterbank.com/tokensale 

http://eterbank.com/presale
http://eterbank.com/presale


EterPay Token distribution 
Total number of issued tokens: 200,000,000 

Token sale: 120,166,666 

Founders: 18,000,000 

Advisor pool: 5,000,000 

Developer pool: 15,000,000 

Marketing pool: 15,000,000 

Legal pool: 5,000,000 

Principal development: 10,000,000 

Buffer: 11,833,334

Usage of Funds 
Total funds to be raised: $33,333,333 

The funds raised during the token sale are meant to ensure: 

1. Core Product Development  

2. Further Product Advancement and Upgrades 

3. Continuous Security implementations 

4. Exchanger & Processing Company operations 

5. Company Employee payroll 

6. B2B, B2C Marketing & Sales

Token Sale notes 
1. Unsold tokens will be added to Development and Marketing pool. 

2. No tokens will be sold by the founding team for a period of no less then 6 months, 

but may however be transferred strictly to non-exchanger addresses. 

3. Funds raised during the token sale may be partially spent for marketing and 

development purposes even during the lasting token sale.



Token Development Scheme 

Eterbank has designed a token development strategy for EterPay, divided into two 
stages in order to tailor token requirements and needs to better suit token holders 
according to the development stages of the token sale and network functionality.  

EPAY Stage 1. 
Timeline: 
Stage one indicates the time period beginning with the initial pre-sale and token 
sale up. 
Description: 
In order to facilitate token acquisition during the official token pre-sale and sale, 
the EterPay token is made available to the public as an asset created on the Waves 
platform, enabling so swift and simple purchases through WavesWallet with a 
multitude of supported cryptocurrencies.  
At this stage the EterPay token holds exclusively currency-like properties, lacking 
any utility/crypto-asset like properties by design in order to facilitate purchases for 
initial investors until the operational status of the network calls for further 
functionality.  

EPAY Stage 2. 
Timeline: 
Stage two indicates the time period commencing with the market launch of 
EterPos, a crucial milestone rendering the Eterbank network fully operational and 
therefore in order for token-holders to take advantage of utility features within the 
network Eterbank will introduce a new EPAY token to be swapped by holders of the 
original token.  

Description: 
In stage 2. Eterbank will deliver a substitute EterPay token powered by NEM’s 
advantageous framework. The sole purpose of such tokens is to replace existing 
tokens in order for token holders to gain access to new functionality and features 
within the fully functional network, such as purchases at EterPOS, access to 
discounts during such purchases, etc.  
The token swap between the previous token and the newly issued token will be 
done automatically within each user’s EterWallet account since all new properties 
are applied and relevant only within it. The process will be free and on a “1/1 swap 
ratio”.  
EPAY will offer its holders staggering discounts in real-world purchases, 
subsidised through profits generated by the Eterbank network through transaction 



fees. Discounts will be calculated individually based on user activity within 
EterWallet and EterPOS such as transaction levels, EPAY tokens amount, holding 
duration, etc., as well as taking into account network generated variables such as 
overall revenue, fees, etc. The process will be hardwired with smart contracts 
within the network and users will be able to redeem their discounts at any EterPOS 
partner merchant.  

EterBank plans to issue a new token in the future allowing its holders to profit from 
the networks business operations as shareholders. 

EterPay Shares (EPAYS) 
Timeline: 
Following the successful implementation of Stage 2. Stage 3. Will follow 
automatically. 
Description: 
Once the new Eterpay token is available for swap, Eterbank will release an 
additional special token called EterPay Shares (EPAYS).  
This new token will become available for purchase only to EterWallet users that 
have been successfully verified on the platform as Accredited investors, meaning 
they have provided any and all required KYC / AML related documentation as well 
as documentation proving their status as Accredited investors depending on the 
requirements of their local jurisdiction.  
The purpose of the token will be to grant its holders bonuses from the network's 
profits on transactions, paid out to EPAYS token holders.  
EPAYS will be available for purchase within EterWallet to its users with BTC, ETH or 
EPAY. However, the token will not be available on any secondary on the public 
market and will not be transferable to non-accredited users.  
Note: 
The EPAYS token is not being sold in Eterbank’s token sale event nor will EPAY 
token holders gain any advantages related to the future sale of EPAYS as opposed 
to users not participating in the token sale.  
EPAYS will be limited within the EterWallet application as a means for holders to 
reap its benefits and while its purchase will be possible with EPAY as well, the 
underlining criteria for users to become eligible to purchase EPAYS will be full 
verification status. All conditions of EPAYS sale will be announced in due time and 
in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. 



Timeline 

July 25 
EterPOS beta 
Testing without payment 
integration

August 11 
EterWallet App beta 

Testing without payment 
integration

August 24 
EterWallet & EterPos 
payment API 
Aligned with catapult 
launch

September 11 
Payment Private Beta 

EterPos and EterWallet with 
payment integration

October 05 
Public Beta 
EterPos and EterWallet 
with payment integration

November 07 
Eterbank Ecosystem launch 

Ecosystem and merchant outreach 
launch

November 01 
Ecommerce API 
R E S T A P I f o r w e b 
interface

2018



2019

December 20 
Loyalty & Cashback 
Launch of loyalty and 
cash-back programs for 
Eterbanks users

December 01 
Package tracking 

Ecommerce package tracking 
through Eterbanks Apps

January 
Ecommerce Inventory 

One-click ecoomerce inventory for 
retailers

April 
Advanced Analytics 
Advanced analytics and 
other merchant services

June 
Utility payment 

Utility payment online and at 
merchant ATM

August 
Credit Rating 
Credit rating algorithm for 
b o t h r e t a i l e r s a n d 
customers

December 
EterPay Lending 

Small businesses and peer-to-
peer lending with Eterpay



Looking beyond 
Third party integration: 
The Eterbank system has been envisioned in its entirety as a bridge between - on 
one side crypto, it’s technology and its users, and on the other side the real world, 
retailers, goods and service providers. 
In-line with such vision Eterbank intends to make its technology available in the 
future to pertinent third party service providers through integration based 
business partnerships and powerful API’s,  in order to empower such services with 
the astonishing features and possibilities brought by Eterbank’s applications: 
- Allowing direct purchases with cryptocurrency at EterPOS partner merchants, as made 
possible with EterWallet 
- Allowing businesses charging cryptocurrency users through a FIAT based payment 

processor, as made possible with EterPOS 

EterWallet integration 
The output of such integration would allow a third party cryptocurrency wallet to 
recognise a proprietary Eterbank QR code - created as a charge through EterPOS, 
and process the transaction in a swift and safe manner as between an actual 
EterWallet account and an EterPOS point-of-sale system. 

EterPOS integration 
The output of such integration would mostly result in allowing businesses and 
services providers the possibility of charging cryptocurrency users while creating 
and settling charges in their home currency in the event the EterPOS application is 
not a suitable payment processing medium for example as an online seamless 
checkout option adjacent to credit card payments, PayPal, etc. 
Furthermore a possible output of such integration would allow relevant business 
systems to offer the possibility within their system of creating and settling charges 
in FIAT to be paid by EterWallet users or EterWallet powered cryptocurrency wallet 
users directly with cryptocurrency. Such an integrations furthermore unfolds 
monetary opportunities for both Service providers through commissions and 
Eterbank’s network’s revenue. 

EterPOS: 
As mentioned earlier, the POS is not just a place to sell but offers an entire 
business suite for retailers. We regard the flexibility of the solution to be one of the 
major selling points and the whole system is broken down into three simple 
solutions. Sales terminal - Operations - Evolution. 
  



Sales terminal: 
Unlike the big box stationary POS systems that have currently flooded the market, 
we believe the ability to make a sale should always be available, installing it on a 
mobile and tablet, we will provision merchants the ability to make a sale anywhere, 
to anyone and anything.  

The solution is geared to be easily setup and is QR code ready. Simply enter the 
transaction specifics, let the customers scan your QR code and done. No special 
equipment required.  
Retailers across all domains are welcome, whether you sell boutique clothes or run 
a coffee shop, our solution is right for you.  

The terminal grants merchants the added benefit of providing value added 
services. The range of services include but not limited to effortlessly paying 
Electric, water, Cable/Internet, mobile bills and facilitates purchase of prepaid 
airtime across multiple mobile networks. Retailers can better serve their patrons 
the added benefit of saving a trip to the ATM’s and provide cashback services to 
generate extra revenue. Allowing customers quick access to cash through their 
cryptocurrency wallet, merchants will see clear increase in foot traffic.  

All transactions are secured and backed by our Eterbank promise of no 
chargebacks, no disputes as all payments happen on the blockchain that 
generates precise and immutable record of all transactions. Risk mitigation from 
cash outs to customers is just one of the many advantages that EterPOS provides. 

Operations: 
The goal is to equip merchants with every tool necessary for business. The tools 
range from intuitive dashboards to reports on sales, accounting, access 
management, analytics and business insights. For a small business the level of 
sophistication needed may not be high but as promised EterPOS is an adaptive 
solution that can scale and be usable in multi store supermarket chains as well. 

No sales left behind - Service industry and professional service providers such as 
Salons, Spas, Home repair services can also configure our system to their 
convenience, setup appointments and collect payments etc.   The ability to 
manage your employees, scheduling, tracking performance and helping 
businesses set metrics are some of the highlights that the EterPOS solution 
provides for retailers. 
   



Employee management advantage: 

Timecards: 
QR code enabled time cards that monitor employee check in check out and 
scheduling are available on the EterPOS system.  

Access management: 
Assign employees varying levels of access to your store information, specific to a 
location or the entire network with an easy to use password system. Customize 
employee account permissions to regulate which team members can perform 
certain tasks like giving discounts or providing refunds.  

Staff mobilization: 
Transform any employee phone, tablet into a checkout terminal. Based on their 
access provided above, they can perform checkout operations on the go or at 
tables/booths at a restaurant.  

Track employee performance: 
Discover your dream team. Analyse who your top performing employees are with 
special reports that assist you in incentivizing and oh, selecting the employee of 
the month is now a couple of buttons away! 

Payroll: 
Encourage your employees to join the Eterbank ecosystem. Pay them with your 
EterPOS, which is busy tracking employee hours, performance and compensation 
automatically. Reduce the clutter further by setting up autopay for your team.  

Superior Inventory control: 

Quick setup: 
The convenience of uploading csv files to to create an inventory directory, the 
EterPOS also makes it simple to modify any inventory items when something is no 
longer sold or a new product is about to hit the shelves.  

Global access:  



Monitor your inventory from the comfort of your couch or at the check - in line at 
the airport. Wherever you are, your cellphone is now you real time inventory 
tracking powerhouse. 

Re-up alerts: 
Daily reports provide you insights into which products are fast sellers and which 
products need refilling so you can get in touch with your vendor immediately so 
there won’t be missing out on a potential sale.  

Vendor tagging: 
Add information associated with a particular product and it’s vendor on your 
system so you don’t have to search through phone books to find out who sold you 
those killer shoes. 

4.1.2.3 E-commerce ready: 

Custom invoicing: 
Upload your logo, color scheme and brand identity to create professional, 
customized invoices that your customers can pay using their Eterpay application. 
Send invoices directly to your customers who are on your customer database via 
SMS, email or print and mail with an easy to execute QR code.  

Online shop open for business: 
Make your inventory available online with the push of a button. Whether it’s a 
collection of items or just individual, provisioning online sales, you’ve just opened 
your inventory to your customers on a custom url. For checkout, business as usual, 
they receive a QR and boom, you’re paid and ready to fulfill the order.  

They deserve your gratitude: 
Send thank you notes and memos along with promotions to your most loyal 
customers, we have in the works a rewards and loyalty configuration system that 
will allow you to send custom coupons to your patrons.  

Subscriptions and more: 
Our POS and ecommerce management system will support Subscription based 
billing services. That’s just the basics, we are pushing it a step further with 
enabling additional advanced services like Abandoned cart management, Churn 
indications on subscribers, Customer loyalty and alerts on those who are not 
putting their subscribed service or product to optimum use.   

Service industry: 



While you were sleeping: 
Book clients online through a custom URL that manages conflicts in appointment, 
set your own schedule and availability, confirm appointments while you lay in bed 
without a single phone call. 

Take control: 
While most clients don’t pose a problem, avoid and reduce no-shows by having 
your clients pre pay for their appointments. Send reminders to clients that are 
automated and get notification when a new booking comes through. You phone is 
now truly your receptionist.  

Calendar view: 
Need to reschedule? From your end or the customer? Drag and drop on a calendar 
to notify or confirm changes to any appointments. Still need that personal 
assistant? 

Business intelligence suite 

Trendsetter in trend spotting: 
Our robust business intelligence suite available to all EterPOS users, visualizes 
trends in and patterns in traffic to aid merchants to make better, data driven 
business decisions. Advanced features, are available for a small monthly 
subscription fee.  


